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Abstract: The optimization of fabrication conditions for colloidal micron-sized oblates obtained by
the deformation of an oil-in-hydrogel emulsion is reported. The influence of the type of emulsion
stabilizer, ultrasonication parameters, and emulsion and gel mixing conditions was explored. The
best conditions with which to obtain more uniform particles were using polyvinyl alcohol as an
emulsion stabilizer mixed with the gelatine solution at 35 ◦C and slowly cooling to room temperature.
Four fractionation methods were applied to oblates to improve their size uniformity. The iterative
differential centrifugation method produced the best size polydispersity reduction.
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1. Introduction

Auto-organization of colloidal particles is an active field of research due to the possi-
bilities of application of this knowledge in the fabrication of new functional materials [1–5].
For spherical submicrometer particles with different types of isotropic interactions, a wide
variety of structures was observed, both ordered (such as crystals) and disordered (such as
fluids, gels, glasses, etc.) [6–10]. When a binary mixture of spherical colloids of different
sizes is used, the structure complexity increases and the types of order become much more
diverse [11]. Another way of increasing the structural divergence is by using anisotropic
colloids as more complex building blocks for self-assembly. Therefore, recent studies have
demonstrated much interest in anisotropically shaped particles such as colloidal rods,
dumbbells, ellipsoids, spherocylinders, cubes, etc. [12–15]. Since inter-particle interactions
between such colloids depend on the particle orientation, new self-assembly routes were
discovered [16,17]. While there are a considerable number of computer simulations and
theoretical predictions concerning the self-assembly of such anisotropic colloids, the ex-
perimental verification of predicted structures is still in its initial stage. This is mainly
due to the fact that syntheses of such building blocks in the large amount required for
the self-assembly studies are not well established. While many scientific reports have
described the fabrication of colloids of many different shapes, usually only a small amount
of these may be obtained as a batch, which complicates the conduction of the assembly
studies [14,18].

Colloidal oblates have gained considerable attention due to the high degree of direc-
tionality in their inter-particle interactions. The preferable orientation of oblates in their
self-organization is along their minor axes, forming stacks and columnar structures [19–23].
Such an organization is an example of a more complex phase behavior. Therefore, it is
expected that the directionality would affect both equilibrium and non-equilibrium suspen-
sion properties in the bulk and at fluid interfaces. In addition, the particle dynamics are
expected to be more complex due to the directionality of oblate translation and rotation.
Besides the formation of novel structures, colloidal oblates may be potentially applied as a
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model for blood cells [24], drug carriers [25,26], emulsion stabilizers [27], and to the fabri-
cation of photonic materials [28,29]. For the majority of studies and applications, the main
requirements for oblates are to be fabricated in a good amount and with high uniformity in
size and shape. Therefore, there is a need for a versatile synthesis of these colloids.

One of the most common synthetic methods of colloidal oblates is based on the
mechanical deformation of pre-synthesized spherical polymeric particles (polystyrene,
PS, or poly(methyl methacrylate), PMMA) embedded in an elastic matrix [30,31]. The
advantages of this method include the ability to obtain a larger number of particles from a
single synthesis and their relatively uniform size and shape. The main drawback is the need
for precise control of deformation at a rather high temperature (above 135 ◦C). In addition,
pre-formed, almost monodisperse, solid spherical particles are used, which reduces the
variety of the ellipsoid materials to mainly PS or PMMA. Courbaron et al. suggested a
similar method of fabrication, but with an oil-in-hydrogel emulsion to be deformed at room
temperature [32]. The oil could be solidified by photo-cross-linking while the droplets
are deformed. A large yield of oblates could be obtained, but with a rather large particle
polydispersity stemming mainly from the original emulsion. Although the particle size was
not as uniform as in the case of the deformation of solid particles, considerable advantages
of this method include the possibility of using different materials as an oil phase and the
deformation that takes place at room temperature. These advantages could potentially
be used in the fabrication of drug carriers. The importance of the particle shape has been
underlined for drug delivery systems [33]. For instance, ellipsoid particles were shown
to have different adhesion in blood vessels and during endocytosis [34,35]. Therefore, an
emulsion-in-gel deformation method might open up the possibility of using biocompatible
materials for drug encapsulation in-situ, which is not accessible by the deformation of
pre-fabricated solid spherical particles.

In the present work, we explored the conditions for producing colloidal oblates by
deforming an oil-in-gel emulsion. We clarified the influence of each fabrication step on the
oblate size and polydispersity. We demonstrated that the initial emulsion droplet polydis-
persity has a strong effect on the ellipsoid size distribution. Thus, we explored different
methods of oblate fractionation to optimize the yield of more uniform particles. This work
represents a significant advancement in that a large amount of ellipsoids (approximately
600 mg) were produced from a single batch. After particle fractionation, about 100 mg
of particles with considerably reduced polydispersity were obtained. Unlike previously
reported works, this is the first optimized method suggested for the fabrication of uniform
ellipsoids with a large yield starting from an emulsion. Our method may be useful for
the large-scale production of ellipsoid carriers for bioactive compounds since it does not
require extreme fabrication conditions.

2. Materials and Methods

The following steps can be used to describe the overall process of particle fabrication:
(1) emulsification of the polymerizable oil; (2) emulsion-in-gel preparation; (3) emulsion-
in-gel deformation followed by deformed droplet solidification; and (4) particle recovery
and fractionation.

2.1. Emulsion Preparation

An oil phase and an aqueous phase were prepared to make an oil-in-water emulsion.
The oil phase consisted of 0.6 g of the mixture of 1,6-hexanediol diacrylate (polymerizable
oil monomer) and 1-hydroxycyclohexylphenyl ketone (photoinitiator) at 1% wt of the oil
phase. The aqueous phase was 5 mL of deionized water (resistivity ρ = 18.1 MΩ·cm) with
a surfactant. Two types of surfactants were tested: (1) sodium dodecyl sulfate at a concen-
tration of 10 mM and (2) polyvinyl alcohol (PVA, 87–89% hydrolyzed, Mw = 13,000–23,000)
at 1% wt. All the reactants were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, and deionized water was
used throughout the study.
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In a 10 mL vial, an oil phase was deposited on top of an aqueous phase, and the
sample was homogenized by using an ultrasonic processor (500 W, Cole-Parmer, Vernon
Hills, IL, USA) for 10 min at a constant power of 100 W and an amplitude of 20%.

2.2. Emulsion-in-Gel Preparation

To form a gel, 9 g of an aqueous solution of gelatin (G1890, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis,
MO, USA) at 4% wt was prepared at 80 ◦C to dissolve gelatin completely at constant
stirring. Then, the emulsion-in-gel was prepared using two methods. In the first method,
the emulsion was added directly to the gelatin solution at 80 ◦C with moderate stirring
and then the mixture was cooled down to room temperature, with gelatin forming a solid
gel. In the second method, a gelatin solution was first cooled down to about 35–40 ◦C
before its complete solidification. Then an emulsion was added, and the mixture was left
to solidify, trapping the oil droplets during its cooling down to room temperature. The
gel solidification after mixing with the emulsion was performed in a custom-made PTFE
rectangular mold with dimensions L×W × H of 56× 24× 7 mm, which allowed us to avoid
further gel cutting by using a well-shaped emulsion-in-gel brick ready for deformation.

2.3. Gel Deformation and Droplet Solidification

A rectangular gel brick was then mechanically deformed in a custom-made press (see
Supplementary Materials). Prior to deformation, the press was placed inside a custom-
made wooden box on a Dewar flask filled with ice and illuminated with a UV lamp (100 W,
B100AP, Analytik Jena, Jena, Germany) at a distance of 25 cm. Such a collocation allowed
for precise temperature control of the gel at 22 ± 0.5 ◦C during the entire 2.5-h droplet
solidification. The sample brick was covered with a rectangular glass, and the deformation
was applied along the vertical axis by moving down the screw sliding cylinder. The
deformation degree (the ratio between the final and initial brick heights) was kept constant
in all the cases and was equal to 57%. After the deformation and droplet solidification, the
brick was dissolved in warm water, and the particles were recovered by the sedimentation-
redispersion method.

2.4. Characterization

Particle size and size distribution were characterized by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM, JSM-7800F Jeol, Tokyo, Japan). The equatorial radius of the oblates was measured
with the Digimizer software using only the particles oriented in such a way that their
images were circular. Over 300 particles were analyzed. A Gaussian distribution function
was then fitted to the data to obtain the average particle equatorial radius R and standard
deviation SD. The polydispersity index (PDI) was then calculated as PDI = SD/R. The
minor axis (pole-to-pole) oblate dimensions and the corresponding PDI were ignored due
to the difficulties in the location of particles oriented with their profiles perpendicular to the
observation direction. Fractionated particles were observed under an optical microscope
(AxioImager, Zeiss, Jena, Germany) in bright and dark fields. For selected samples, particle
size distribution was measured by dynamic light scattering (DLS) using the CONTIN
method. For this, a dilute dispersion of oblates was prepared in water and measured at
a scattering angle of 90◦ during 300 s at 20 ◦C in a 3DLS spectrometer (LS Instruments,
Fribourg, Switzerland) equipped with a 632.8 nm laser, an index-matching bath, and a
temperature control.

2.5. Fractionation

Several methods of particle fractionation were applied. The first one was differential
centrifugation. For this, 500 mg of ellipsoids were dispersed in 50 mL of a 10 mM SDS
solution and centrifuged for 3 min at the following rpm values: 400 (11× g), 500 (18× g),
650 (30× g), and 800 (45× g). After each centrifugation cycle, the supernatant was decanted,
dispersed again, and sedimented at a higher speed. Therefore, four fractions were obtained
using this method.
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The second method used was the Bibette method [36], where 500 mg of particles were
dispersed in 100 mL of an 8.2 mM SDS solution, which corresponds to one critical micelle
concentration (CMC) of SDS [37]. The suspension was poured into a tall glass cylinder
(diameter of about 10 mm) and left to settle under gravity for 24 h. Then, the sediment was
collected, and the particles from the supernatant were recovered, washed with water and
ethanol, and dispersed in a 2 CMC SDS solution. The procedure was repeated for 3, 4, and
5 CMC of SDS solution. Thus, five fractions of particles were obtained.

The third method consisted of particle fractionation along a sucrose density gradient.
A 15-mL falcon tube was filled with five layers (2 mL each) of sucrose solutions from
40 to 20% wt in steps of 5% wt. Then, 2 mL of the sample was deposited on top of the
gradient at a concentration of 20 mg/mL in a 10 mM SDS solution, which was followed by
centrifugation at 4000 rpm (1115× g) for 5 min. Five fractions of particles were recovered
and analyzed.

Iterative differential centrifugation, an extension of the first method of differential
centrifugation, was used as the fourth method. For this method, 40 mg of particles were
dispersed in 15 mL of a 10 mM SDS solution and centrifuged at 4000 rpm (1115× g)
for 5 min. The supernatant was withdrawn and observed under an optical microscope
(AxioImager, Zeiss). Only very small particles were observed. The supernatant was then
stored in a separate tube, while the sediment was dispersed and centrifuged again twice
under the same conditions. The supernatant of the three runs was collected as the first
fraction, F1. The second fraction F2 was formed in a similar way by the particles left in
the supernatant after three-run sedimentation at 4000 rpm (1115× g) for 1 min. The third
fraction F3 was obtained by collecting the supernatants during ten-run sedimentation at
3500 rpm (865× g) for 1 min. The particles were observed under the microscope after each
run to rule out the presence of larger particles. In a similar way, the fourth fraction F4 was
obtained by collecting the supernatant after the five-run sedimentation at 1000 rpm (70× g)
for 1 min. The sediment was recovered, forming the fifth fraction, F5.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Emulsion-in-Gel Preparation

Figure 1 shows SEM images of spherical particles obtained after emulsion preparation
and droplet solidification without gel for emulsions stabilized by two surfactants: SDS
and PVA.

(a) (b)

E5
R = 720 nm, PDI = 14% giselle

(c) (d)

Figure 1. SEM images of spherical polymeric particles solidified in an emulsion prepared by ultra-
sonication using (a) 10 mM aqueous SDS solution during 10 min of ultrasonication at the ultrasonic
processor amplitude of 20%, (b) 1% wt PVA solution as a continuous phase during 10 min of ultra-
sonication at the ultrasonic processor amplitude of 20%, (c) 1% wt PVA solution during 10 min of
ultrasonication at the ultrasonic processor amplitude of 50%, and (d) 10 mM aqueous SDS solution
during 3 min of ultrasonication at the ultrasonic processor amplitude of 20%. Scale bars = 1 µm.
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As is seen from the figure, in all the cases, spherical particles were successfully formed.
The following particle characteristics were obtained after 10 min of ultrasonication at
20% amplitude: average radius R of 710 nm and PDI = 0.35 using 10 mM SDS solution
(Figure 1a) and 720 nm and PDI = 0.14 for 1% PVA solution (Figure 1b). As one may notice,
although the average particle size did not change significantly, the polydispersity decreased
more than twice with the use of PVA. This is connected with the higher viscosity of PVA
solution as compared to 10 mM SDS, which reduces cavitation during the ultrasound
treatment [38]. In addition, a larger medium viscosity hinders droplet coalescence, which
results in a more uniform particle size distribution. Curiously, an increase of the ultrasonic
processor amplitude for PVA-stabilized emulsion up to 50% resulted in a decrease of the
average particle radius to 470 nm with a drastic increase of PDI up to 0.53 (Figure 1c).
A similar result was observed previously on the fabrication of oil-in-water nanoemul-
sions by ultrasonication, where a large applied amplitude resulted in promoted droplet
coalescence [39]. Therefore, the low amplitude is more favorable for PDI reduction. A
decrease in sonication time to 3 min at the same amplitude of 20% did not have a significant
effect on PDI (0.36) as shown for SDS-stabilized emulsion in Figure 1d, while the average
radius increased to 900 nm. Previous studies revealed the absence of a significant impact of
processing time on particle size and polydispersity, while the physicochemical properties of
the dispersed and continuous phases as well as the type and concentration of the surfactant
had a much larger contribution to the droplet rupture [39–41].

To check the reproducibility of the method, various samples were prepared. Table 1
summarizes particle radii and PDI.

Table 1. Average radius and PDI for spherical particles prepared by ultrasonication at 20% amplitude
for 10 min.

Sample Surfactant R, nm PDI

E1 SDS 710 0.32
E2 SDS 750 0.26
E3 SDS 550 0.27
E4 SDS 710 0.35
E5 PVA 720 0.14
E6 PVA 610 0.20
E7 PVA 850 0.22
E8 PVA 620 0.19

As can be seen, the ultrasonication method produces spheres with a relatively high
polydispersity for SDS-stabilized emulsions with a radius of about 700 nm. Similar radii
but lower PDI are observed for PVA-stabilized emulsions. While PVA helps to reduce
PDI, it does not completely solve the problem since the polydispersity varies in the range
of 0.14–0.22, which is still considered large. Nevertheless, further PDI reduction may be
laborious and, as will be shown later, not a necessary process since the droplet trapping in
the gel and their further deformation contribute to an increase in particle PDI.

The next step was the emulsion-in-gel preparation, which involved mixing the emul-
sion with the gelatin solution. Two ways of mixing were evaluated: at high (80 ◦C) and
low (35 ◦C) temperatures. Figure 2 shows SEM images of spherical particles E8 and E5
that were UV-cured before their mixing with gelatin solution (in the original emulsion)
and after their emulsion-in-gel solidification, curing, and recovery without deformation
(EG8 and EG5). Sample EG8 was recovered after mixing with the gelatin solution at 80 ◦C
followed by gel solidification and oil curing. Sample EG5 was recovered after mixing with
the gelatin solution at 35 ◦C, followed by gel solidification and oil curing.

As can be seen, the particles solidified in the gel (EG8 and EG5) are less uniform in
size as compared to the original emulsions. Sample EG8 (Figure 2b) resulted in a radius of
820 nm with a PDI of 0.47, while sample EG5 had an average radius of 970 nm and a PDI
of 0.24. Thus, on mixing emulsions with gels, both average particle size and polydispersity
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increase, indicating a possible emulsion droplet coalescence during the gelation. High
temperature promotes emulsion destabilization, which results in a drastic increase in
polydispersity. Lowering the mixing temperature helps to hinder droplet coalescence,
which nevertheless results in a PDI increase of about 10%. Despite an increase in PDI at
the low temperature, this way of mixing was used in further ellipsoids preparation. At
even lower temperatures, satisfactory emulsion mixing is limited by the gelatin’s extremely
high viscosity.R = 630 nm, PDI = 18%

eduardo, from emulsion

R = 820 nm, PDI = 47% eduardo, from
emulsion mixed with gel at 80C evaluate the
image (EMGJ1 eduardo)

(a)

E5
R = 720 nm, PDI = 14% giselle R = 970 nm, PDI =24%

(b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2. SEM images of solidified spherical polymeric particles in emulsion: (a,c) without gel;
(b,d) in the gel. The upper row corresponds to samples E8 and EG8, and the lower row to samples E5
and EG5. Scale bars = 1 µm.

3.2. Emulsion-in-Gel Droplet Deformation

Figure 3 shows SEM images of spherical particles and their corresponding deformed
particles.

E5
R = 720 nm, PDI
= 0.14 giselle

EGD5
R = 1100 nm, PDI = 0.37
giselle

EGD1
R = 990 nm, PDI = 0.53 gisE1

R = 710 nm, PDI =
0.32 giselle

E6
R = ? nm, PDI =
0. giselle

EGD6
R = 900 nm, PDI = 0.40

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 3. SEM images of spherical polymeric particles solidified in emulsion (left column) and their
corresponding deformed particles (right column): (a) E1, (b) EGD1, (c) E5, (d) EGD5, (e) E6, and
(f) EGD6. Scale bars = 1 µm.
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In all the cases, deformation took place, which resulted in ellipsoidal particles of oblate
shape. Similarly, Figure 4 shows samples obtained by the deformation of emulsions E2, E4,
E7, and E8.

EGD2
R = 930 nm, PDI = 0.46 giselle

EGD7
R = 960 nm, PDI = 0.35 giselle

EGD4
R = 1030 nm, PDI = 0.41 giselle

EGD8 (fig) folder giselle U 10min - Pot 20% IF - gel deform
R = xx nm, PDI = 0.xx

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4. SEM images of deformed particles obtained from the corresponding emulsions: (a) EGD2
from E2, (b) EGD4 from E4, (c) EGD7 from E7, and (d) EGD8 from E8. Scale bars = 1 µm.

Table 2 summarizes the deformed particles’ equatorial radii and PDI (see Supplementary
Materials for particle size distributions).

Table 2. Average radius and PDI for spherical (R and PDI) and deformed (Rob and PDIob) particles.

Sample Surfactant R, nm PDI Rob, nm PDIob

EGD1 SDS 710 0.32 990 0.53
EGD2 SDS 750 0.26 930 0.46
EGD4 SDS 710 0.35 1030 0.41
EGD5 PVA 720 0.14 1100 0.37
EGD6 PVA 610 0.20 900 0.40
EGD7 PVA 850 0.22 960 0.35
EGD8 PVA 620 0.19 750 0.38

The analysis shows that particle deformation causes a significant increase in particle
size and polydispersity. While the increase in the radius is expected since a spherical
droplet is pressed, such a drastic increase in PDI indicates emulsion destabilization during
both gelation and deformation. Another reason for such an increase in PDI may be a
difference in particle deformation as a function of particle size. At a constant external
deformation, smaller particles are expected to deform less than the large ones due to the
larger Laplace pressure. Different degrees of deformation result in differences in the radii
of ellipsoids, which significantly widen the particle size distribution.

3.3. Particle Fractionation

The first fractionation method used was differential centrifugation. Figure 5 shows
SEM images of the four fractions of sample EGD4.

The following values for average radii and PDI were obtained (see Supplementary
Materials for particle size distributions): fraction 1 (400 rpm, 11× g) Rob = 1090 nm,
PDIob = 0.41; fraction 2 (500 rpm, 18× g) Rob = 1110 nm, PDIob = 0.35; fraction 3 (650 rpm,
30× g) Rob = 1220 nm, PDIob = 0.44; and fraction 4 (800 rpm, 45× g) Rob = 1170 nm,
PDIob = 0.37. It is clear that neither the average particle size nor the PDI changed signifi-
cantly. These results could not be considered satisfactory since the polydispersity was too
large. The possible reasons for such a poor separation could be a large particle concentra-
tion during the fractionation and a too-narrow interval of centrifugal force. Such conditions
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could favor particle sedimentation in clusters or aggregates, hindering differentiation in
particle settling velocities. Therefore, other methods were implemented to improve particle
fractionation.

EGD4
F2 R = 1090 nm, PDI = 0.28 giselle

EGD4
F3 R = 1110 nm, PDI = 0.31 giselle

EGD4
F4 R = 1160 nm, PDI = 0.28 giselle

EGD4
F5 R = 1120 nm, PDI = 0.40 giselle

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5. SEM images of fractions of deformed particles obtained by centrifugation for 3 min at:
(a) 400 (11× g), (b) 500 (18× g), (c) 650 (30× g), and (d) 800 (45× g) rpm. Scale bars = 10 µm.

Table 3 summarizes particle sizes and PDI for five fractions obtained by the Bibette
method from sample EGD5 (see Supplementary Materials for the corresponding particle
size distributions).

Table 3. Average particle radius and PDI for deformed particles obtained by fractionation with the
Bibette method.

Sample CMC Rob, nm PDIob

EGD5 0 1100 0.37
EGD5F1 1 1130 0.24
EGD5F2 2 1100 0.21
EGD5F3 3 950 0.14
EGD5F4 4 650 0.23
EGD5F5 5 980 0.23

As can be seen from the table, fractionation was able to reduce the particle polydis-
persity by at least 0.13 (EGD5F1). The intermediate fraction resulted in being the least
polydisperse, with PDIob = 0.14. We connected it with the intermediate depletion at-
traction strength, which allows more selective particle aggregation. This fractionation
method appears to have the potential to reduce the polydispersity of intermediate fractions.
However, the rest of the fractions would require additional fractionation. Thus, this method
can be recommended for ellipsoid fractionation but implies additional fractionation steps.
The achievement of this method is the fraction EGD5F3, with a PDI value similar to that
reported earlier on the deformation of almost monodisperse polymeric particles [30].

The next method applied was fractionation in a density gradient. Table 4 summarizes
particle sizes and PDI for five fractions obtained by this method from sample EGD5 (see
Supplementary Materials for particle size distributions).

The uppermost and smallest in its average size sample, EGD5F1, improved its PDI,
reducing it to 0.25. Nevertheless, the rest of the fractions did not improve significantly, either
in their radius or in PDI, probably due to the presence of small particles in all the fractions.
The heaviest fraction, EGD5F5, contained extremely large particles with an average size
of 24 µm. Such large particles were not observed in the original emulsion, E5. Therefore,
the appearance of these gigantic ellipsoids is connected with the deformation process
in gel, probably due to the droplet coalescence during the gelation and gel deformation.
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These gigantic particles were not detected in the deformed EGD5 sample by SEM, probably
due to the sample preparation method in which the dry sample was withdrawn from
the uppermost part of the tube, whereas such large particles are expected to settle on
the bottom due to their extremely fast sedimentation. Considering the above results, we
can conclude that the method of fractionation in a density gradient is not efficient for the
studied dispersion.

Table 4. Average particle radius and PDI for deformed particles obtained by fractionation in a
sucrose density gradient. The fraction numbering starts from the uppermost fraction.

Sample Sucrose, % wt Rob, nm PDIob

EGD5 0 1100 0.37
EGD5F1 20 515 0.25
EGD5F2 25 780 0.34
EGD5F3 30 740 0.33
EGD5F4 35 730 0.30
EGD5F5 40 24,000 0.36

The last method tested was iterative differential centrifugation. Figure 6 shows light
microscopy images for the four fractions.

F1
F2

F3
F4

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6. Light microscopy images of fractions of deformed particles obtained by iterative differential
centrifugation: (a) EGD5F1 (1115× g; 5 min), (b) EGD5F2 (1115× g; 1 min), (c) EGD5F3 (865× g;
1 min), and (d) EGD5F4 (70× g; 1 min). Scale bars = 10 µm.

The average particle size and PDI of the corresponding fractions obtained from
sample EGD5 are summarized in Table 5 (see Supplementary Materials for particle size
distributions).

Table 5. Average particle radius and PDI for deformed particles obtained by iterative differential
centrifugation. The fraction numbering starts from the fraction of the smallest particle size.

Sample g-Force, g Rob, nm PDIob

EGD5 0 1100 0.37
EGD5F1 1115 (5 min) 490 0.14
EGD5F2 1115 (1 min) 1450 0.19
EGD5F3 865 (1 min) 2740 0.28
EGD5F4 70 (1 min) 16,600 0.33
EGD5F5 sediment 24,600 0.25
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The first two fractions containing the smallest average particles have considerably
improved their PDI. In fact, these PDI values are comparable with the one for fraction
EGD5F3 of the Bibette method and with those reported earlier [30]. Thus, this result may
be considered good. The larger fractions remained quite polydisperse. Figure 7 shows the
size distributions obtained by DLS for initial spherical particles E5, ellipsoids EGD5 before
fractionation, and the particle fractions EGD5F1, EGD5F2, and EGD5F3.

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000
0.0000

0.0002

0.0004

0.0006
I R

el
, a

.u
.

R, nm

Figure 7. Size distributions of particles obtained from DLS using the CONTIN method: spherical
particles E5 (black dashed line), a deformed initial EGD5 sample (black solid line), and the fractions
EGD5F1 (red line), EGD5F2 (green line), and EGD5F3 (blue line).

As can be seen, the initial size distribution is significantly narrowed after the first
fractionation. As a result, we can conclude that fractionation by iterative centrifugation has
the potential to significantly reduce the size distribution of oblates.

4. Conclusions

We demonstrated the versatility of producing colloidal oblates by deforming an
oil-in-gel emulsion. Controlled deformation at a constant temperature yields a large
amount of oblates (about 500 mg from one deformation cycle). Therefore, this method of
oblate fabrication may be potentially extended to the encapsulation of biologically active
substances. Even with proper deformation control, the size of the droplet has a significant
impact on the shape of the resulting oblates. Therefore, a broad size distribution of oblate
sizes is inevitable. Nevertheless, it is possible to improve the size uniformity by further
sample fractionation. The most efficient method of fractionation was found to be iterative
differential fractionation.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/colloids7030050/s1, Figure S1: Schematic representation of the
custom-made press for the gel sample deformation: (1) metallic lid; (2) metallic base; (3) PTFE center
groove; (4) glass sample cell; (5) PTFE press sliding cylinder; (6) sliding rails; (7) screw sliding
cylinder.; Figure S2: Particle size distributions obtained from the analysis of SEM images of spherical
polymeric particles solidified in emulsion before droplet deformation (upper row) and deformed
particles obtained from the corresponding emulsions (lower row): (a) E1, (b) E5, (c) E6, (d) EGD1,
(e) EGD5, and (f) EGD5; Figure S3: Size distributions of particles obtained from DLS using the
CONTIN method: spherical particles E6 (black dashed line) and deformed initial EGD6 oblates (black
solid line); Figure S4: Particle size distributions obtained from the analysis of SEM images of the four
fractions of sample EGD4 (as given in the legend) after differential centrifugation; Figure S5: Particle
size distributions obtained from the analysis of SEM images of the effective fractions of sample EGD5
(as given in the legend) after the Bibette fractionation method; Figure S6: Particle size distributions
obtained from the analysis of SEM images of the eefective fractions of sample EGD5 (as given in the
legend) after fractionation in a sucrose density gradient; Figure S7: Particle size distributions obtained

https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/colloids7030050/s1
https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/colloids7030050/s1
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from the analysis of SEM images of the effective fractions of sample EGD5 (as given in the legend)
after iterative differential centrifugation; Figure S8: Light microscopy images taken 1 day (a,b), and
14 days (c,d) after preparation of sample EGD5F2 (obtained by iterative centrifugation) by dispersion
in water. Scale bars = 10 µm.
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